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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 An overview of the year’s challenges 
 
2006 was a most challenging year for the International Service for Human Rights. After 60 years 
of productive work for human rights, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights was 
replaced by the Human Rights Council and an intensive period of institution building work 
began. These events had effects throughout ISHR. 
 
The load on our information programme was multiplied many times as the Commission’s 
schedule of one session a year of six weeks was replaced by the Council’s schedule of at least 
three sessions a year totalling at least ten weeks, together with many weeks of informal 
consultations and ad hoc working groups reviewing past mechanisms and developing new ones. 
 
The Training Programme had to be revised from beginning to end when the annual six week 
session of the Commission collapsed into a three-hour concluding rite, overturning the plans for 
three Geneva Training Courses in three languages during that period. 
 
The work of the Human Rights Defenders Office had to be re-oriented towards supporting the 
retention and strengthening of the United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-
General on Human Rights Defenders when the future of all Special Procedures was thrown into 
doubt with the establishment of the new Council. 
 
The Liaison, coordination and advocacy Programme moved into the centre of our work to meet 
the demands of the Council’s institution building work, including the need for increased support 
for coordination and exchange among non-government organisations in Geneva and outside and 
the urgency of developing our own policies and views on the review of existing UN human rights 
mechanisms and the elaboration of new ones. 
 
The New York Office had to follow, report on and participate in the negotiations to establish the 
new Council during the first months of the year and then handle the consequences in New York 
of the events in Geneva. 
 
The Internship Programme had to recruit, train and support more interns than we had ever taken 
in a single year to assist with the additional workload. 
 
Our management and administration unit had to ensure that fundraising, budgeting and 
expenditure control, personnel and all other administrative responsibilities kept pace with the 
greatly increased demands on the organisation as a whole. Fortunately, we were successful in 
increasing our income by 25% over the 2005 level, enabling us to meet the additional demands. 
 
And in addition, of course, we had to do what we ordinarily do: monitor the sessions of treaty 
bodies and the human rights discussions in the General Assembly and the Security Council, 
conduct training courses at the regional and country level outside Geneva, support human rights 
defenders, especially women human rights defenders, throughout the world through the specialist 
international and regional mechanisms and directly through network and capacity building. 
 
2006 was a busy year at ISHR. 



 
 
 

1.2 The new Strategic and Action Plan 
 
In 2006 our new Strategic Plan and Action for 2006 to 2009 commenced. The Plan had been 
developed and adopted in 2005. The Plan sets six strategic priorities for the four years: 

- Contribute to the empowerment of human rights defenders and promote the development, 
use and effectiveness of international, regional and national mechanisms for their 
protection; 

- Promote the use and effectiveness of international human rights law and mechanisms, 
including the UN Security Council, the General Assembly, the Commission on Human 
Rights or its successor and the Special Procedures and human rights treaties bodies, and 
an understanding of how these mechanisms influence the realisation of human rights; 

- Promote the use and effectiveness of regional human rights law and mechanisms and the 
cross-fertilisation of experiences across international and regional human rights systems; 

- Collaborate with national human rights institutions in strengthening and building their 
capacity, especially in effectively protecting human rights defenders, and in enhancing 
their use by human rights defenders and their links with international and regional human 
rights mechanisms; 

- Facilitate strategic collaboration among human rights non-government organisations and 
their participation in international and regional mechanisms; 

- Carry out advocacy and develop policy on issues that affect human rights protection 
systems and the work of human rights defenders where there is an identified need and 
our participation adds value. 

 
To pursue these strategic priorities the Plan identifies five activity areas: 

- Information; 
- Education and training; 
- Human rights defenders; 
- Internships; and 
- Liaison, coordination and advocacy 

 
and two administrative areas: 

- The New York Office; and 
- Management and administration. 

 
The Plan is implemented each year through an annual activity plan. This Annual Report for 2006 
should be read in conjunction with the Strategic and Action Plan 2006-2009 and the Activity Plan 
2006. It describes the specific activities of the first year of implementation of the four-year Plan 
by activity and administrative area. It also sets out, for each activity area, some of the lessons we 
have learned in implementing the Plan.   
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2. ACTIVITIES  

2.1 Information 
 
2.1.1 Challenges over the year 
 
The fundamental changes in the UN human rights system in 2006 placed great pressure on 
ISHR’s Information Programme. We were required to meet the demands of reporting a far 
greater number of meetings of greater length with significance for human rights defenders and 
non-government organisations looking to the international system to assist them in their efforts to 
protect and promote human rights. We responded to these demands with a greatly enhanced 
programme, featuring more analytical, more timely and more action-oriented reporting than 
ISHR has ever undertaken. The content and style of the flagship publication, the Human Rights 
Monitor, was revised. During sessions of the Human Rights Council, we published Daily 
Updates, reporting and analysing each day’s debates by early the following morning. The 
arrangement of our web-based information was altered to make our reports more consistent, more 
easily accessible and more readable. Now the challenge for 2007 is to maintain the very high 
quality and quantity of information resources we provided in 2006. 
 
2.1.2 Human Rights Monitor (No. 63/2005) 
 
The Human Rights Monitor is ISHR’s flagship publication, published in hard copy form at the 
beginning of each year to bring together the analysis of the previous year’s developments in 
international human rights forums. We produced the Monitor for 2005 early in 2006, in time for 
the scheduled commencement of the 62nd session of the UN Commission on Human Rights. It 
was re-designed to increase its usability and accessibility. The content was shortened so that it 
provided not detailed reports of every meeting, as in the past, but far more analytical overviews 
of the developments in 2005 at the main UN human rights bodies. 
 
In the past ISHR had included detailed reports on the deliberations of each UN body but the size 
of the publication had become increasingly unwieldy, making it difficult to carry for training 
courses, and leading to higher printing and postage costs and a cramped layout. ISHR are now 
producing reports on discussions in human rights forums shortly after the meeting concludes, on 
our website to make the information more useful and reach a wider audience. The re-designed 
Human Rights Monitor allows us to balance the provision of information quickly on the internet 
while still meeting the needs of those who require or would like a print edition.  
 
The Monitor for 2005 provided readers with overviews of the 61st session of the Commission on 
Human Rights, the substantive session of the Economic and Social Council, the 60th session of 
the General Assembly, the Security Council, the 57th session of the Sub-Commission on the 
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and the proceedings of the seven human rights treaty-
monitoring bodies. It was accompanied by a CD-Rom containing all our electronic reports and 
resources to assist readers who wanted to access our detailed reporting but were unable to do so 
on the internet. The printed edition and CDs were distributed by post in March 2006, during 
sessions of the Commission and Human Rights Council and at our training courses and 
consultations at the international, regional and national levels. 
 

• Almost 80% of the recipients of the Human Rights Monitor are in developing countries, 
indicating the usefulness of the publication to those who have most difficulty accessing 
information about the international human rights system; 

• 51% of people who responded to a questionnaire circulated with the Monitor were very 
positive about the new format; 

• 61.29% of respondents thought that the new version of the Monitor helped them find key 
information more easily; 
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Informal feedback indicates that the new design makes the publication more distinct and easily 
identifiable.  
 
The feedback that ISHR has received indicates that, despite the increasing use of web-based 
information, including ISHR’s reports, the print edition of the Human Rights Monitor continues 
to be relevant and sought after. Readers, especially those living in regions where it is difficult to 
access the internet or download documents, have highlighted the value of receiving an annual 
overview of the key developments in UN human rights bodies in a print form. 
 
Under ISHR’s language policy we are committed to making our key publications, especially the 
Human Rights Monitor, available in languages in addition to English. Finding funding for 
translations, however, remains a key challenge. Despite strong efforts to obtain funding to 
translate the 2005 Monitor at least into French and Spanish, we were unsuccessful. We are 
continuing our attempts to raise funds for the 2006 edition. 
 
2.1.3 Human Rights Monitor Series: electronic reports published throughout the 
year 
 
In addition to the annual print Human Rights Monitor, ISHR produces a number of reports on the 
discussions and developments within the key human rights bodies on its website to make the 
information more useful more quickly and reach a wider audience. In 2006 we produced 
comprehensive reports on the examination of individual countries by the treaty monitoring 
bodies, sessions of the Commission on Human Rights and now Human Rights Council, 
discussions at the standing-setting working groups of the Commission and Council, the Sub-
Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, the annual meeting of Special 
Procedures, the Inter-Committee Meeting, the meeting of chairpersons of treaty bodies, and 
human rights dimensions of the work of the General Assembly. One of the challenges was that, 
as a large number of reports were published individually on the website, it seemed that many 
readers were unaware that these different kinds of resources existed. It was also in some instances 
difficult to guarantee the quality and timeliness of all the publications because of the high volume 
of reports and range of bodies covered.  
 
In the latter half of 2006, ISHR decided to develop and re-organise its reporting into a range of 
online publications that would be produced within the banner of the Human Rights Monitor 
Series. We developed the Council Monitor, which reports on all discussions and developments 
related to the Human Rights Council, the Treaty Body Monitor, containing reports on each State 
examined by the seven treaty bodies, and the New York Monitor, which reports on human rights-
related developments in the General Assembly, the Security Council and other New York-based 
bodies. All these publications are available on our website (www.ishr.ch) and we are developing 
web pages with useful information on each of these bodies to complement our reports.  
 
2.1.4 Other publications 
 
In addition to these reports ISHR also produced in 2006:  
 
The All-in-One Guide to Voting – A user-friendly compilation of voting reports on: 2005 
sessions of the Commission on Human Rights; the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and 
Protection of Human Rights; and the General Assembly. This is an electronic publication that is 
published on ISHR’s website. 
 
The Reports in Short – summaries of all the documents to be considered under each Item of the 
Commission on Human Rights during its 2006 session (these documents were finally considered 
by the Human Rights Council in its second session). This is an electronic publication that is 
published on ISHR’s website. ISHR also distributed printed copies of the summaries of reports 
that were being considered on that day, each day at Council. 
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First Impressions – brief overviews of key UN meetings released as quickly as possible after the 
meeting 
 
Info-Pack – this publication provides up-to-date contact details and other practical information 
on the UN and regional human rights mechanisms. The Info Pack also provides practical 
information on the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights including its field 
presences, details of national human rights institutions and human rights NGOs worldwide. It is 
published twice a year on ISHR’s website and also distributed in a hard copy form to training 
course participants. The Info-Pack is produced in English and French. 
 
ISHR Link – an online news bulletin that provides information on ISHR’s activities and a few 
short articles commenting on key recent developments. Two issues of the ISHR-link were 
published in 2006 and both focused on the UN reform process. This is an electronic publication 
that is published on ISHR’s website. 
 
2.1.5 News bulletins & other resources on UN reform and the transition from the 
Commission to the Council 
 
To make the discussions on UN reform more accessible to NGOs and human rights defenders, 
ISHR produced regular electronic News Bulletins on the negotiations for the creation of the new 
Human Rights Council. ISHR also developed web pages on its website, focused on the UN 
reform process, which included links to relevant UN documents and decisions, and NGO 
perspectives and reactions. ISHR itself developed a short electronic guide for NGOs on the 
reform process, which was initially produced in June 2005 and then updated in April 2006. Both 
these guides were published on ISHR’s website. 
 
A New Chapter for Human Rights 
In June 2006 ISHR, in collaboration with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, published A New Chapter 
for Human Rights: a handbook on the major issues of transition from the Commission on Human 
Rights to the Human Rights Council. The handbook was released on the first day of the first 
session of the Council. It briefly describes the old system under the Commission, what the 
Council needs to consider and do during its first year, and some of the key issues and choices in 
this regard. It also highlights some of the questions around each of these issues and the range of 
choices to generate more discussion and reflection on what non-government organisations hope 
can be achieved through the system and to develop more suggestions and options. The handbook 
was produced in an extremely short period of time (five weeks) so that it could be released in 
time for the first session of the Human Rights Council. It was accompanied by a CD-Rom 
containing comprehensive annexes to the handbook with factual and comparative information on 
the main issues. The handbook was distributed by post, during the sessions of the Council, and at 
training courses and consultations organised by ISHR in countries and at the regional level. ISHR 
is currently left with a very small number of handbooks (less than 200) but continues to receive 
requests for additional copies. 
 
The handbook proved to be the definitive comprehensive text on the transition from the 
Commission to the Council. It was developed to facilitate the participation of human rights 
defenders and non-government organisations in the transition process but we found that it was 
also in very high demand from States and UN officials. We received very positive feedback from 
international, regional and national non-government organisations, national human rights 
institutions, diplomatic missions and UN and other agencies. We received numerous requests for 
translation of the handbook and late in the year, with the assistance of a special grant, were able 
to have the handbook translated into French and posted on our website. We have also given 
permission for it to be translated into Bahasa Indonesia by a local organisation in Indonesia.  
 
Reporting on the Council 
The establishment of the new Human Rights Council offers both increased opportunities and 
significant challenges to the work of non-government organisations and all other actors working 
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in the field of human rights. The Council is undertaking institution-building processes its first 
year that will have a considerable effect on the work of non-government organisations and other 
actors. They must be well informed of all the developments and discussions in this crucial 
transition phase and their strategic implications so that they can contribute to and shape these 
processes. 
 
ISHR had to adapt its information strategy in 2006 to be able to provide non-government 
organisations and human rights defenders with comprehensive information on developments as 
they occurred at the Council. In the lead up to the first session of the Council and in the session, 
we produced reports following the First Impressions format to give readers a quick overview of 
each meeting and consultation. During the second session of the Council, we launched the new 
Council Monitor, to provide Daily Updates on key developments each day in various meetings 
and negotiations and to provide a concise and useful resource for human rights defenders and 
their organisations and others. The Daily Updates are published each morning to enable those 
following the Council, especially those outside Geneva, to take stock of developments and 
respond as necessary. In addition to publishing Daily Updates on the website, we developed a 
subscription service allowing readers to subscribe to receive them every morning by e-mail. We 
also print out and distribute them at the Council. 
 
We received overwhelmingly positive feedback and comments on the Daily Updates. 281 users 
subscribed to receive it electronically over the three-week period of the second session of the 
Council. The number of subscribers has now increased to over 400 and continues to grow. In 
response to a short survey, readers said that the updates had helped them contribute to the 
Council as they provided a detailed summary of developments day after day. This was noted by 
readers who were not able to be in Geneva, those who were here but did not have the time to 
attend all sessions and those following the debates in person who wanted a concise, accurate 
summary on a day to day basis. We also learned that the updates were very useful in helping 
readers carry out their own tasks and objectives related to the Council.  
 
ISHR also produced analytical, action oriented reports in the Council Monitor on the discussions 
in the inter-sessional Working Group on the Review of Mandates and Mechanisms and Working 
Group on the Universal Periodic Review Mechanism. We also produced reports on the four 
special sessions of the Council. In response to requests from our partners, late in the year we 
launched a Council Alert service to provide readers with information about the agenda of 
coming session of the Council or its inter-sessional working groups, highlighting key issues that 
required action.  
 
The greatly increased number of meetings of the Council and its working groups meant that 
ISHR is monitoring and reporting on the Council on an almost continuous basis. This placed a 
considerable strain on our resources in terms of staff and intern time and also affected other 
activities, making it difficult to juggle the work on the Council with reporting on treaty bodies 
and other mechanisms. We have attempted to address the issue of balancing treaty body work 
with the Council in our 2007 activity plan. However, meeting the increased demands posed by 
the Council will continue to be a challenge, especially in the first half of 2007, as the Council 
continues and completes its institution-building work. 
 
2.1.6 Website and outreach 
 
In discussions held with participants in ISHR’s Geneva Training Course, many participants 
indicated that they were not familiar with all the resources that we produce, although some were 
familiar with and using our website. Until very recently, we published reports on our website, and 
distributed them at the Commission or the Council and at our training courses and consultations, 
but we did not undertake any other outreach to publicise and promote the use of our information 
more widely. In 2006 we expanded our outreach activities by launching a subscription service for 
the Council Monitor. We also set up a table at sessions of the Council to distribute the Daily 
Updates and relevant Reports in Short summaries and to inform people about the option to 
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subscribe for publications. With the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights we also 
organised and participated in orientation sessions for participants on information resources on the 
Council.  
 
All of the publications within the Human Rights Monitor Series include a copyright and 
distribution notice that authorises the reproduction of all material for training, teaching or other 
non-commercial purposes as long as ISHR is fully acknowledged. Non-government organisation 
and human rights defenders can also print and distribute publications or link to them from their 
own websites.  
 
In 2006 ISHR revised its website to improve its accessibility and make it more user-friendly. The 
website now has a centralised information page with links to and a description of all our 
publications and information resources. There are also dedicated pages on the Human Rights 
Council and treaty bodies with our reports and other useful information on these mechanisms. 
These changes have improved the website but it needs more substantial revision and restructuring 
that we have been unable to undertake because of resource constraints. 
 
2.1.7 Lessons learned 
 
Need for information to be relevantly targeted and more analytical  
The increase in information over the internet and the welcome development of a more useable 
website of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Right have led to records of meetings 
and statements being more easily available. We need constantly to assess what the value-added of 
our publications is. In the last few years we have had to choose between continuing to provide 
summary reports on all the bodies within the UN system or providing more analytical 
information on a selected number of mechanisms. We assessed areas where there is a need, 
especially by non-government organisations, national human rights institutions and human rights 
defenders, for information and where our own institutional expertise lies and we reduced the 
number of bodies that we will report on in 2007. We have also identified the treaty bodies and the 
Council as niche areas that we will develop our reporting and analysis further. 
 
Need for more practical and basic information on UN human rights system 
Through the feedback we received during 2006, particularly from training course participants, we 
also learned that our reports need to be supplemented by more basic and practical information on 
the UN human rights system. We have tried over the course of 2006 to incorporate more 
background and other practical information on our website and in 2007 we will focus on 
developing simple guides on key mechanisms to meet this need. 
 
Need to review our outreach strategy 
At ISHR we understand that we cannot publish our information only on our website but need to 
have a more active outreach strategy. We need to re-structure and re-design our existing website 
to make it more searchable and accessible. In 2007 we will prioritise the development and 
implementation of an outreach strategy that includes further development of the website (though 
the extent to which we can revise this will be dependent on funding), distributing information 
about our publications and resources through partners and e-mail lists, and identifying and 
encouraging partners and key national, regional and international non-government organisations 
and national human rights institutions to link to our website or distribute our publications when 
they are useful for their activities. Translating our publications into languages in addition to 
English would support this strategy but our experience so far points to the difficulty in raising 
funds for this purpose.  
 
Need for more accurate feedback from users 
Another difficulty affecting our work has been a lack of information about the use of our 
publications. We have learned that this information is essential for us to gauge the value-added of 
our publications and to adapt our publications to the needs of our target audiences. We have 
started collecting this information, from our training course participants in particular. We aim to 
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develop a more comprehensive needs assessment and evaluation framework in 2007, including 
through focus group discussions during the Council and treaty body sessions, needs assessments 
as part of the Africa Strategy, and analysis of statistics on the use of information on the website.  
 

2.2 Education and training 
 
2.2.1 Challenges over the year 
 
The training calendar for any year is developed on the basis of continuing organisational 
commitments, requests from our partners, needs on the ground, geographical priorities for ISHR 
and available funding. The calendar for 2006 was developed on this basis but it was disrupted by 
the changes to the UN human rights machinery. Three training courses had been planned for the 
period of the annual session of the Commission on Human Rights that collapsed at the last 
moment. Political events at regional and national levels, including outbreaks of violence and 
conflict and the conduct of elections, also affected our ability to present courses on the dates 
planned. Finally, unexpected opportunities emerged to which we decided to respond. The Asia 
Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions sought our assistance in developing training 
manuals and conducting courses on national institutions and international mechanisms and on 
national institutions and human rights defenders. Our greatest challenge in the training area 
throughout the year was to be flexible and adapt our training calendar to respond to international, 
regional and national circumstances. 
 
Ensuring a good spread of training courses in major languages, consistently with the ISHR 
Languages Policy, was a second challenge. During 2006 we delivered courses in English, French, 
Arabic and Spanish. We do not have in house capacity to deliver courses in all those languages 
and so sought the assistance of experienced human rights trainers with the relevant languages.  
 
Thirteen training courses were planned for the year, seven of which were core activities and the 
rest subject to funding. Due to the significance of the new Council, we increased the number of 
courses in Geneva to four open courses and two courses for specific groups of participants but, 
because of the confused schedule of UN meetings, this required us to reduce our activities in the 
field. We decided to focus more on in-country training than in-region training, because they 
required less time consuming preparations, allowing us to maintain the number of activities 
initially planned. In the end we conducted one more course than we had planned: 14 courses 
during 2006. 
 
2.2.2 Geneva Training Courses 
 
In 2006, for the first time, ISHR planned three Geneva Training Courses, the Advanced 
(English), Arabic and French courses, to be held concurrently with the 62nd session of the 
Commission on Human Rights. Taking into account the UN reform process, we planned on the 
basis that either the Commission on Human Rights or the proposed Human Rights Council would 
meet in Geneva in March-April 2006. As it happened, quite unexpectedly the session of the 
Commission collapsed at the last minute, after the Advanced course had begun but before the 
French and Arabic courses. After consultation with participants in the Advanced course, that 
course continued but the French and Arabic courses were postponed until later in the year. 
 
Advanced Geneva Training Course 
The annual Advanced Geneva Training Course in International Human Rights Law and 
Advocacy (AGTC) promotes the understanding and use of international human rights instruments 
and mechanisms. It is designed for experienced human rights defenders in at least middle 
management positions with decision-making responsibilities in their organisations. 
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The course was held over four weeks in March and April 2006. At the last minute, due to the 
collapse of the 62nd session of the Commission on Human Rights, we had to produce a complete 
Training Programme for one month of full day training, rather than the usual three hours of 
training each day around attendance at the Commission. Participants were consulted and offered 
the option to abandon the course and return home but none did so. ISHR delivered a full month 
of full time training for 26 defenders from around the world. 
 
The 2006 course was delivered at a pivotal time of change for the UN human rights mechanisms. 
It was directed towards training human rights defenders to participate fully in the reform process 
and in the new Human Rights Council once established. It also provided participants with 
opportunities for advocacy, for voicing the needs and issues of defenders and people in the 
Global South and for ensuring that their vision for the new Council was articulated. They made 
valuable contributions to many consultations organised by the United Nations, State delegations 
and international NGOs on the new Council. In addition, they deepened their knowledge of the 
human rights procedures and other thematic issues relevant to their everyday work.  
 
Geneva Training Course in Arabic 
The fourth annual Geneva Training Course in Arabic was once again successfully 
implemented with the support of the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights (OHCHR). It gathered nine participants from eight Arabic speaking countries. It was 
organised parallel to the second session of the Human Rights Council and so enabled the 
participants to be among the first to see the new Council in action, to follow the debates on its 
important institution building work and to seek to influence delegations form their governments 
in relation to that.  
 
Geneva Training Course in French 
The second annual Geneva Training Course in French was also held parallel to the second 
session of the Human Rights Council. It was attended by 21 human rights defenders from 12 
different countries. Thirteen of the participants came from the Great Lakes Region of Africa, 
giving the course a strong regional dimension. Like the participants in the Arabic course, the 
participants in the French courses benefited from the opportunity provided by attendance at the 
session of the new Council.  
 
Geneva Training Course on Treaty Bodies in English 
In November 2006, we offered first annual Geneva Training Course on Treaty Bodies, 
conducted in English. It was held parallel to the 37th session of the Committee against Torture 
and the 37th session of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Ten participants 
from nine different countries attended the course. Priority was given to participants whose States 
were presenting state reports during the current session or the two subsequent sessions. 
Participants received theoretical training on the UN system and practical training on the use of 
the UN machinery. Special emphasis was given to the functions and working methods of the 
treaty bodies in general and the two bodies in session. 
 
Geneva Training Course for Chinese Human Rights Defenders 
This training course was organised with the Network of Chinese Human Rights Defenders. With 
great effort, five participants from China attended the course, although some others were not able 
to do so. During the 5 days of training participants were able to attend the first session of the new 
Human Rights Council. They also meet with relevant actors from the Office of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights. The course was conducted in English with interpretation to 
Mandarin. We would like to follow this course with courses in country to reach more 
participants.  
 
Geneva Training Course for the Danish Institute for Human Rights 
Parallel with our Geneva Training Course on Treaty Bodies in November 2006, we arranged and 
conducted an intensive programme on treaty bodies for five staff from the Danish Institute for 
Human Rights. They joined the other participants for some sessions and had their own meetings 
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in Geneva with staff of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and senior 
representatives of non-government organisations.  
 
2.2.3 Regional Systems Training Courses 
 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
For the second year, ISHR conducted a training course in Spanish in October 2006 in 
Washington DC, USA, parallel to the sessions of the Inter-American Commission on Human 
Rights. The course was organised in partnership with the Commission itself and the Washington 
College of Law at the American University for 22 participants from non-government 
organisations in 10 Latin American countries. The course addressed the practical ways by which 
human rights defenders can access and use both the inter-American and the international systems 
for the protection of human rights and offered comparative analysis of the existing and potential 
interactions between both. 
 
Asia Pacific Forum on National Human Rights Institutions 
For the second time ISHR organised training parallel to the annual meeting of the Asia Pacific 
Forum of National Human Rights Institutions. In 2006 the course was conducted in Suva, Fiji, 
in collaboration with the Fiji Human Rights Commission, the host institution of the 11th annual 
meeting of the Forum, the Asia Pacific Forum for Women, Law and Development, the Asia 
Forum for Human Rights and Development and the Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre. The course 
aimed to encourage dialogue and cooperation between national human rights institutions and civil 
society. It focused on the protection mechanisms for human rights defenders, including the role 
of national human rights institutions at the national and regional levels. There were 35 
participants from around the region, including Fiji, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, Philippines, 
Nepal, Thailand, Australia, Malaysia and New Zealand. 
 
2.2.4 In Region Training Courses 
 
In region training courses, organised and conducted with local partners within the region, 
introduce activists to the main developments, debates and initiatives in human rights law and 
practice at the UN and regional levels, with special emphasis on the human rights challenges that 
should be addressed at the regional level. 
 
Although ISHR had planned to increase regional training during 2006, the changes in the 
programme necessitated as a result of the UN reform process required us to limit the number of 
regional courses and to focus them more tightly on our existing partners. 
 
Great Lakes region of Africa 
To follow up the training courses in Rwanda in November 2004, in Burundi in February 2005, 
and in the Democratic Republic of Congo in February 2006, we conducted a regional training 
course in Rwanda in December 2006 for human rights defenders from organisations in all three 
States. The course had a special focus on women human rights defenders and gave attention to 
regional networking. It was implemented with our main partner in the region, the Ligue des droits 
de l’homme dans la région des grands lacs (LDGL). The 25 participants examined international 
and regional instruments for the protection of women and women human rights defenders, 
identified problems and challenges facing women and women human rights defenders and 
proposed strategies to address these challenges. The Special Rapporteur of the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights on human rights defenders and the national human 
rights commissions of Rwanda and Burundi were attended the workshop. Our programme in the 
Great Lakes Region is growing steadily despite difficulties in fostering a human rights culture in 
the region and the sometimes high expectations of our local partners on what the international 
human rights system can deliver effectively. 
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West Asia: Regional Training Course for National Human Rights Institutions 
In 2004 ISHR undertook a training needs assessment for the Asia Pacific Forum of National 
Human Rights Institutions. At its 2005 annual meeting the Forum accepted the recommendations 
of the assessment and in 2006 commenced a programme of regional and national level training. It 
contracted ISHR to prepare two training manuals, one on national human rights institutions and 
international human rights mechanisms and the other on national human rights institutions and 
human rights defenders, and to trial the manuals in two pilot courses. The first of these courses 
was held in Amman, Jordan, in December 2006 for participants from national institutions, study 
centres and, in one case, a ministry in five Arabic speaking countries in West Asia, Palestine, 
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar.  
 
2.2.5 In Country Training Courses 
 
In country training courses reach out to local grassroots non-government organisations and 
members of public institutions in specific countries. They are organised jointly by ISHR and 
local partners. The training focuses on the use of national, regional and international human 
rights mechanisms, coalition building, collaboration between non-government organisations and 
national human rights institutions and strategies for incorporating human rights into national 
policies. 
 
Democratic Republic of Congo 
A training course was conducted in the Democratic Republic of Congo in February 2006 as part 
of ISHR’s Great Lakes region strategy. There were 24 participants from local non-government 
organisations and one NGO network (LDGL). It presented International Humanitarian Law and 
International Human Rights Law, the UN standards and the use of its mechanisms for the 
promotion and protection of human rights. It also addressed the issue of human rights defenders, 
including the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and the mandate of the Special 
Representative of the Secretary General on Human Rights Defenders and the Special Rapporteur 
of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights on Human Rights Defenders. There 
was also a presentation on the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights and 
discussions on impunity and transitional justice. 
 
Haiti 
The training course in greater Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in May 2006 focused on the UN and regional 
mechanisms for the protection of human rights. It was organised with the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights and Réseau National de Défense des Droits Humains with the 
support of the Stabilization Mission of the United Nations in Haiti. Taking into account the 
complexity of the conflict in Haiti, the group of 32 participants from the 7 provinces of Haiti 
included the judiciary, police, civil society and the Ombudsman. The training was in French and 
Creole.  
 
Brazil 
ISHR and our local implementing partner, the Instituto de Desenvolvimento e Direitos Humanos, 
organised a training course in Florianópolis, Brazil, in November-December 2006. The aim of the 
course was to sensitise and empower the human rights defenders of Brazil from 15 non-
government organisations to use the international human rights procedures and to develop 
strategies to work together. Brazilian civil society is characterised by its effervescent activity but 
high concentration within the main urban regions of São Paolo and Rio de Janeiro. Being in 
Florianópolis, Santa Catarina State, the course gave organisations from the periphery more 
exposure to international mechanisms.   
 
Occupied Golan Heights 
In December 2006, 15 human rights defenders from the Occupied Golan Heights participated in a 
training course in Majdal Shams on International Humanitarian Law and international law on 
human rights, UN standards and the use of its mechanisms for the promotion and protection of 
human rights. The training was in English with translation to Arabic. 
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2.2.6 Others activities  
 
Conference on training on refugee issues 
In September 2006, the Manager of the Education and Training Programme participated in a 
conference in Budapest, Hungary, on training on refugee issues. ISHR had the opportunity to 
share with participants experiences in organising and developing training programmes. 
 
Panel on the UN reform and the new Human Rights Council 
In October 2006 in Washington DC, USA, during the training course conducted there, ISHR 
organised a panel on the UN reform and the new Human Rights Council, parallel to the session of 
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. The panellists were Luis Javier Campuzano, 
Permanent Representative of the Mexican mission to the Organisation of American States, Paulo 
Sergio Pinheiro, UN Special Rapporteur for Myanmar and Vice-President of the Inter-American 
Commission, and Andrea Galindo, Manager of ISHR’s Education and Training Programme. The 
panel was facilitated by Santiago Canton, Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Commission 
It presented the vision of civil society, States and UN representatives on the UN reform process.  
 
International Security Forum 
In October 2006, ISHR’s principal trainer participated in the 7th International Security Forum in 
Zurich, Switzerland, on New Risks and Threats: The Challenge of Securing State and Society. A 
focus of the Forum was the relationship between security and human rights. 
 
2.2.7 Lessons learned 
 
Need for flexibility 
One lesson well learned in 2006 was the need for flexibility in adopting training calendars. In 
recent years ISHR has moved to strengthen its planning processes and has successfully developed 
a four year strategic plan and annual activity plans. These have brought greater focus and 
certainty to our work. But the experiences with the training calendar in 2006 demonstrate the 
extent to which our activities are affected by circumstances totally beyond our control. Our 
planning processes must be sure enough to enable our work to be effective but flexible enough to 
be adaptable to rapidly changing circumstances. 
 
Need for more follow up 
We have increased our training activities significantly during the last three years. Now there is a 
need to enhance follow up of our activities. The participants in Geneva courses in particular need 
guidance and support in their activities following the courses, for example in developing a draft 
resolution, a complaint to an international mechanism or a parallel report to a State report to a 
treaty body. At present we do not have the resources to enable intensive follow up and so, for the 
next period, we should play a facilitator role, assisting former participants in our courses to 
identify organisations better able to provide this support.  
 
Need to increase practical activities 
Evaluations of the training courses show the need for a better balance between theoretical 
sessions and practical activities, such as role-playing, working with hypothetical and real case 
studies, quizzes, and so on. We need to make our training processes more professional and to 
base them more closely on adult learning methodologies. 
 
Needs of the participants for more networking within ISHR 
In course evaluations, participants have also expressed the need for more contact with ISHR staff 
from other programmes, including the Information, Human Rights Defenders and Liaison and 
coordination Programmes. This helps to improve follow up after training courses. In 2006 we 
tried to develop these contacts as much as possible but more work needs to be done here in 2007. 
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2.3 Human Rights Defenders Programme 
 
2.3.1 Promoting human rights defenders’ mechanisms in Africa 
 
Since 2002 ISHR has increased its activities in Africa to respond to the challenges faced by 
human rights defenders there. This engagement was further developed during 2006, with a focus 
on strengthening civil society and the capacities of regional networks, as well as enhancing 
protection mechanisms and engaging national human rights institutions in the protection of 
human rights defenders. 
 
Strengthening the mandate of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, human 
rights defenders networks and regional protection initiatives in Africa 
 
In 2004 ISHR and other national and international organisations succeeded in convincing the 
African Commission on Human and People’s Rights to establish the mandate of a Special 
Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders in response to the grave risks and violations that 
defenders in Africa suffered because of their work. The African Commission is the first regional 
human rights institution to establish a specific procedure for the protection of defenders’ rights. 
ISHR provides technical support and advice to the Special Rapporteur’s mandate. 
  
To promote work on defenders’ issues ISHR has participated for many years in the twice yearly 
sessions of the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights and in the NGO Forum that 
precedes it. The Forum is a space where African activists network and share information and 
experiences. Our work at the African level aims to strengthen networks and promote the 
discussion of specific issues affecting defenders.  
 
In May 2006 ISHR participated in the 39th session of the African Commission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights and the NGO Forum before it. We supported the participation of six human 
rights activists from Togo, Liberia and Sierra Leone and of two sub-regional networks of human 
rights defenders, one in West Africa and the other in the East and Horn of Africa. We facilitated 
discussions on human rights defenders issues at the NGO Forum and contributed to drafting 
specific recommendations to be submitted to the African Commission. We also organised a 
workshop with then new Special Rapporteur of the African Commission on human rights 
defenders, Commissioner Reine Alapini-Gansou. Thirty-five representatives from international, 
regional and national non-government organisations attended the workshop, which provided a 
good opportunity for defenders to evaluate the mandate and work of the previous Special 
Rapporteur, Commissioner Johm, and to propose ways forward. ISHR also organised an NGO 
meeting on the UN reform, made a statement during the session of the African Commission and 
met with the African Union to discuss issues related to the participation of non-government 
organisations and national human rights institutions in the work of the African Commission and 
to follow up recommendations of the African Commission at the national level. 
 
In November 2006 ISHR participated in the 40th session of the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights and the preceding NGO Forum. This session of the Commission was 
particularly important since it followed the release by the African Union of an evaluation report 
on the work of the Commission. We supported the participation of ten defenders from Burundi, 
Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia and Uganda. We 
also organised a workshop with the Special Rapporteur of the African Commission on human 
rights defenders, Commissioner Reine Alapini-Gansou, to allow the Special Rapporteur and the 
40 participants to assess the achievements of the mandate since the last session of the African 
Commission. ISHR facilitated a session of the NGO Forum and a working group on human rights 
defender issues. We also made a statement at the plenary session of the African Commission on 
the need for States to cooperate with the Special Rapporteur, particularly with country visits, and 
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urging support from African member States of the UN Human Rights Council for the mandate on 
human rights defenders established under that system. 
 
ISHR supported the work of the Special Rapporteur of the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights on human rights defenders in a number of ways. In June 2006 ISHR 
organised for Commissioner Reine Alapini-Gansou to visit Geneva. We facilitated a meeting 
between her and the UN Special Representative on human rights defenders, Ms Hina Jilani. 
During the meeting, the two mandate holders exchanged experiences and discussed potential 
areas of cooperation. Commissioner Alapini also met with Mr Michael Matthiessen, Personal 
Representative of the Secretary General of the Council of the European Union, to discuss 
cooperation in future activities in Africa concerning the implementation of the European Union 
Guidelines on human rights defenders. We also supported the participation of Commissioner 
Alapini-Gansou in consultations with human rights defenders in the Mano River countries and 
the Great Lakes region of Africa. 
 
Regional consultations 
In April 2006, in collaboration with Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights, ISHR assisted in a 
Southern Africa regional consultation of human rights defenders organised by the Netherlands 
agency, HIVOS. The consultation aimed at building the capacity of the Southern Africa human 
rights defenders network and of defenders in the region to operate in both favourable and hostile 
environments. We facilitated discussions on regional and international mechanisms for the 
protection of human rights defenders, with a particular focus on increasing awareness of 
international norms and standards, training and capacity building on how to submit complaints to 
the Southern African Development Community, the African Union, and the UN, analysis of the 
human rights situation in Southern African States and discussion on the establishment of a 
regional human rights defenders’ network to share information and exchange ideas and strategies. 
The meeting brought together 40 leading human rights defenders and organizations from the 
southern Africa region (Zimbabwe, Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho, Zambia, Swaziland and South 
Africa). 
 
In October 2006 ISHR, together with Liberia Human Rights Defenders’ Coalition, organised a 
workshop in Monrovia, Liberia, on the situation of defenders in the Mano River Union States. 
The workshop followed up a previous Mano River consultation in Sierra Leone in 2005. Twenty-
five human rights defenders from Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea and Ivory Coast participated in 
the workshop, which also included the Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders of the 
African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights and a representative of the United Nations 
Mission in Liberia. The workshop aimed to analyse specific problems faced by human rights 
defenders in the region, develop strategies to protect defenders more effectively, contribute to the 
implementation of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and familiarise participants 
with international and regional protection mechanisms and integrate use of these mechanisms in 
defenders’ work.  
 
The consultation on women human rights defenders for the Great Lakes region, held in 
December 2006, has been discussed under the Education and Training Programme. 
 
At the two regional consultations in the Mano River States and the Great Lakes region, 
participants indicated that they would like to focus on promoting and protecting rights of women 
and children and on women human rights defenders’ issues in 2007 through the use of both 
regional and United Nations human rights mechanism. ISHR will attempt to respond to these 
identified needs in its future work in these regions. 
 
National level activities 
As a follow up to the International Campaign on Women Human Rights Defenders and the 
national human rights defenders’ consultation in Togo in 2005, ISHR organised a national 
consultation on women defenders in Togo in March 2006, in partnership with the Togolese 
Human Rights Defenders’ Coalition. Over 30 participants representing organisations working on 
human rights, women rights, development, democracy and trade unions and representatives from 
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the Togo Ministry of Human Rights and National Human Rights Commission participated in the 
consultation. Issues addressed included the risks faced by women human rights defenders 
working on issues that challenge traditional and cultural practices, the challenges faced by 
women within the NGO community and the absence of an effective protection from the State. 
Participants proposed that networks be strengthened and women human rights defenders’ issues 
be incorporated into the activities of non-government organisations. Radio, television and print 
media covered the event 
 
In June 2006, in collaboration with the National Human Rights Commission of Nigeria, ISHR 
organised a capacity building and training course for Commission staff. The 20 participants were 
drawn from both the national office of the Commission in Abuja and its regional offices. The 
workshop aimed to strengthen the Commission in the application of international human rights 
standards, broaden the participants’ knowledge of the application of international instruments at 
the domestic level, and train participants in best practices for national human rights institutions 
and in modern techniques for investigating alleged human rights violations.  
 
2.3.2 Promoting human rights defenders’ mechanisms in Europe 
 
ISHR’s work in Europe focused on advocating for the development of a new mechanism at the 
Council of Europe for the protection of human rights defenders, disseminating the European 
Union Guidelines on human rights defenders and supporting the work of human rights defenders 
in the region. 
 
In 2006, ISHR continued to support efforts for the establishment of a special mechanism in the 
Council of Europe on defenders. In October, we participated in an informal consultation by non-
government organsiations with the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe, 
Thomas Hammarberg, to discuss the situation of human rights defenders in Europe and to 
identify concrete steps the Council of Europe could take to respond to the needs of defenders in 
the region. The consultation focused on different possibilities to enhance the role of the Council 
and the Commissioner to improve the protection of defenders in member States. We provided 
participants with an overview of existing protection mechanisms for defenders in other regions, 
in particular Africa and the Americas. This consultation was followed in November by a colloquy 
on the subject with representatives of international organisations, non-government organisations, 
national human rights institutions and ombudsmen and governments, including the UN Special 
Representative on human rights defenders and the Personal Representative of the Secretary 
General of the European Union.  
 
ISHR viewed the adoption of the European Union Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders as 
an important step towards the protection of human rights defenders and the promotion of their 
work internationally.  We have included the Guidelines in our work with human rights defenders, 
including as an important part of our training courses and national, regional and international 
consultations and discussions with defenders. We continue to disseminate the Guidelines and to 
involve European Union delegations and representatives in our field activities with defenders. 
We also contributed to the first evaluation of the implementation of the Guidelines, conducted by 
the Austrian Presidency of the European Union in June 2006. We presented a document 
highlighting the remaining obstacles for effective use and implementation of the Guidelines, with 
recommendations to overcome those obstacles. 
 
ISHR also participated in the annual Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting organised by 
OSCE in March. In 2006 the meeting focused on the challenges, obstacles and opportunities 
faced by human rights defenders in the OSCE region, legislation affecting defenders and the 
implementation of the OSCE commitments and cooperation between States, national institutions 
and human rights defenders. 
 
ISHR’s principal activity in 2006 to support to human rights defenders in Europe was a 
training seminar for 15 lawyers from Belarus held in August. The workshop was part of a wider 
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project led by the Human Rights House Foundation of Norway. Due to security concerns it did 
not take place in Belarus but in Vilnius, Lithuania. The workshop focused on human rights 
defender issues and standards and on other UN human rights complaint mechanisms. The main 
objective was to train participants in how to access and effectively use those mechanisms with a 
view to integrate them in their human rights work as lawyers. All participants expressed interest 
in using the UN complaint procedures, particularly because they cannot access the European 
Court of Human Rights as Belarus is only a candidate for membership in the Council of Europe. 
The UN system is the only available international forum for defenders from Belarus.  
 
2.3.3 Supporting human rights defenders’ protection in Asia 
 
ISHR’s activities for human rights defenders in the Asia Pacific region are directed to promoting 
practical knowledge about international and national mechanisms for the protection of defenders 
and exploring the role of national human rights institutions as protection mechanisms for 
defenders. The Asia Pacific region does not have a regional human rights system. The Asia 
Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions provides the most appropriate regional 
structure, bringing together all the national institutions in the region in an important space in 
which human rights issues can be discussed from a regional perspective and with a regional 
approach.  
 
ISHR attended the 11th Annual Meeting of the Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights 
Institutions, in Fiji in August 2006. Participation at the meeting allowed us to continue and 
extend our longstanding dialogue with the region’s national institutions. At our suggestion, the 
11th Annual Meeting included a specific agenda item on human rights defenders, representing a 
significant development in the relationship between the Forum and non-government 
organisations. It was the first time that the Forum’s agenda included an item proposed by non-
government organisations and the first time that those organsiations were given the opportunity 
to organise and conduct a session at the Forum. 
 
The Asia Pacific Forum has an Advisory Council of Jurists to provide expert advice on the 
interpretation and application of international human rights norms in the Asia Pacific context, 
thereby developing regional human rights jurisprudence. In consultation with Asia Pacific 
Women, Law and Development and Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development ISHR 
submitted a concept paper to the Forum proposing a reference to the Advisory Council of Jurists 
for an advisory opinion on the aapplication of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders in 
the Asia Pacific region. We will continue to advocate for this reference in the hope that it might 
be accepted at a later Annual Meeting of the Forum. 
 
In parallel to the 11th Annual Meeting of the APF, ISHR organised a regional training seminar 
for human rights defenders, described in the section on the Education and Training Programme. 
 
ISHR met many times with individual national human rights institutions from the Asia Pacific 
region during the year, in Geneva and in their countries of origin, including the Republic of 
Korea, Fiji, Thailand and the Philippines. In these meetings, we explored the role that these 
institutions can play in protecting defenders at the national, regional and international levels. We 
proposed that the Forum and its member institutions establish special mechanisms or focal points 
for human rights defenders. We also suggested that human rights defenders be a standing item on 
the agenda of each Annual Meeting of the Forum. 
 
In November 2006 ISHR participated in the 2nd Asian Regional Human Rights Defenders’ 
Forum, in Bangkok, Thailand, on the theme “Towards Full Implementation of the UN 
Declaration on Human Rights Defenders in Asia – Strengthening the Role of Human Rights 
Defenders”. The Forum was organised by Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development in 
cooperation with Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development. It brought human rights 
defenders from the region together along with other stakeholders, including international non-
government organisations, national human rights institutions, the Regional Representative of the 
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Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, UN Country Teams, and some government 
representatives. The meeting provided an opportunity for defenders in the region to consult with 
Ms Hina Jilani, UN Special Representative on human rights defenders, to share their experiences, 
learn lessons and develop strategies towards a strengthened role and better protection for 
defenders in Asia. During the second day of the forum, 29 November, participants celebrated the 
1st International Women Human Rights Defenders Day, a day celebrated at national level and in 
other regions of the world. 
 
2.3.4 Strengthening the mandate of the UN Special Representative on Human 
Rights Defenders 
 
In 2006 ISHR continued its advocacy to strengthen and enhance the mandate of the UN Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General on Human Rights Defenders and the commitment of the 
international community to the protection of defenders. The establishment of the Human Rights 
Council and its review of all mandates inherited from the former Commission on Human Rights 
changed the context for this advocacy greatly. We published and disseminated a briefing kit on 
the opportunities and challenges of the new Council’s first year in relation to the special 
procedures generally and in particular to the mandate on human rights defenders. The kit 
provided information on past UN work on human rights defenders’ issues and presented options 
to human rights defenders and their organisations for their lobbying efforts at the national level. 
 
During the 1st session of the Human Rights Council in June, ISHR collaborated with the 
Permanent Mission of Norway to organise an informal meeting on the achievements of the 
Special Representative, Ms Hina Jilani, during her six years as mandate holder, the work of the 
mandate for the coming year and the opportunities offered by the new Human Rights Council. 
The participation of the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders of the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, Mrs. Reine Alapini-Gansou, offered an opportunity 
to discuss the increased collaboration between these two mechanisms. Representatives from 
diplomatic missions in Geneva and international non-government organisations attended the 
meeting. We also participated in discussion on defenders during this session and issued a 
statement highlighting the key role that the Council must play in protecting defenders and 
ensuring an environment conducive to their work. 
 
During the 2nd session of the Human Rights Council in September, ISHR, the Colombian 
Commission of Jurists and Global Justice organised a parallel event on the situation of human 
rights defenders in Latin America. ISHR supported the participation of Mr Santiago Canton, the 
Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, to present the newly 
released report on the situation of human rights defenders in Latin America. The UN Special 
Representative, Ms Hina Jilani, also presented her conclusions and reflections from her visits to 
the region. 
 
ISHR also co-sponsored a parallel event on women human rights defenders with a number of 
regional and international organisations.1 The event disseminated the results of the International 
Consultation on Women Human Rights Defenders held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in 2005 and 
promoted the Campaign. The Special Representative highlighted the need to maintain a specific 
focus on women human rights defenders and to give visibility to their situation as a form of 
protection. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development, Asia Pacific Forum for Women, Law and Development, 
Center for Women’s Global Leadership, INFORM Human Rights Documentation Centre and World 

Organisation Against Torture. 
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During this 2nd session, ISHR participated in the interactive dialogue with the Special 
Representative following her presentation of reports to the Council. We stressed the need for the 
Council to take up her recommendations to protect human rights defenders more effectively and 
to use the situation of human rights defenders to as an essential indicator of a State’s human 
rights observance.  
 
ISHR also supported the work of the Special Representative at the national level. In June 2006 
we collaborated with the National Human Rights Commission of Nigeria and BAOBAB for 
Women’s Human Rights to organise a panel and media conference in Abuja, Nigeria, to promote 
the Special Representative’s report on her fact-finding mission to Nigeria. The panel analysed the 
findings and recommendations of the report and explored ways for the National Human Rights 
Commission and non-government organisations to monitor and contribute to the implementation 
of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and ensure follow up to the of the Special 
Representative’s recommendations. 
 
2.3.5 Women human rights defenders 
 
To follow up to the International Women Human Rights Defenders Campaign of 2005, ISHR 
mainstreamed women defenders’ issues in all its activities in 2006. We committed to follow up 
the campaign in specific regions with the aim of empowering women activists to advocate for 
their rights as defenders and enhance their protection. 
 
In April 2006, in collaboration with the Global Education and Environment Development 
Foundation, ISHR supported a consultation on women human rights defenders in Cameroon. 
The consultation provided a forum for women human rights defenders to share their experiences 
and identify common problems. It raised awareness on issues affecting defenders and defined a 
way forward, to enhance their work and ensure that their rights are taken into consideration by 
both State and non-state actors in Cameroon. The consultation made recommendations to the 
National Human Rights Commission of Cameroon, the Government, traditional rulers, human 
rights organisations and the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. 
 
In November 2006, in collaboration with the National Federation of Peasant Women, 
KARAPATAN, and the Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development, ISHR supported 
a women human rights defenders’ workshop in the Philippines. The workshop assisted women 
defenders in the Philippines to develop strategies to implement the Declaration on Human Rights 
Defenders at the local and regional levels and to increase awareness, understanding and access to 
national and international protection mechanisms. Participants were selected from various 
regions of the country and represented a broad range of organisations, including the National 
Human Rights Commission. Speakers included the ambassador of Finland, representing the 
European Union Presidency, members of the Philippines parliament, representatives of the 
National Human Rights Commission and leaders of the human rights movement in the country. 
 
The organisations involved in the Women Human Rights Defenders Campaign are now drafting a 
resource book for women defenders. The drafting group met in Bangkok, Thailand, in 
November 2006 to clarify the purpose, scope, audience and structure of the manual, which will 
be examined during two consultations in 2007 in Nepal and Indonesia.  
 
2.3.6 Other activities 
 
In May 2006 ISHR participated in the 2006 Human Rights Defenders Policy Forum, in 
Atlanta, USA, on the theme "Beyond Elections: Defending Human Rights in the Age of 
Democratization". The Forum was organised by Human Rights First and The Carter Center and 
brought together leading human rights defenders from 21 countries. It concluded that the 
promotion of democratic change must be accompanied by real progress in human rights and that 
only a deep-rooted democracy based on human rights principles and the protection of those who 
defend them will be sustainable. Former US President Jimmy Carter, the UN High Commissioner 
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for Human Rights and the UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General on human rights 
defenders participated in the Forum. 
 
ISHR was again a jury member for the selection of winner for the 2006 Martin Ennals Award 
for Human Rights Defenders. The jury met in Atlanta, USA, in May in conjunction with the 
Policy Forum. The jury exceptionally awarded the prize to two candidates due their outstanding 
profile and remarkable work, Akbar Ganji of Iran and Arnold Tsunga of Zimbabwe. 
 
In July 2006 ISHR participated in the International Conference on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
and Transgender Issues and Human Rights, in Montreal, Canada. The conference gathered 
1,500 delegates from lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender organisations, human rights 
organisations, United Nations agencies, universities, governments and other bodies. The UN 
Special Representative on human rights defenders was also present and spoke at the conference. 
We participated in a number of workshops and in a panel analysing international responses to 
human rights violations.  
 
2.3.7 Lessons learned 
  
Lack of awareness about the International instruments and mechanisms 
ISHR evaluated all its workshops, training courses and consultations in 2006 with and for human 
rights defenders. Overall the evaluations were very positive. The evaluations provided helpful 
feedback to improve our substantive work and methodology. The majority of participants were 
very positive regarding the relevance of the issues covered to their work and about the knowledge 
gained about the different mechanisms for the protection of human rights defenders. Working 
with defenders in different regions, we have found a serious lack of awareness about the different 
instruments and mechanisms at their disposal to protect themselves and their work.  
 
Need to review and adapt our materials and approaches regularly 
In 2006 ISHR undertook a review of the materials used in our presentations on human rights 
defenders to improve their effectiveness, through evaluation of field activities and discussions 
with individual participants. We found that our materials, including the powerpoint presentations 
concerning mechanisms and instruments relevant to human rights defenders, require a more 
participatory approach. We concluded that we needed to improve the number of practical 
workshops and exercises used in our training courses and to adopt an experimental or dialogical 
methodology for the substantive sessions.  
 
Need to devote more time on the needs of human rights defenders 
Our activities also provided a good platform for interaction among non-government organisations 
and for further interaction with other stakeholders, including the media, representatives of the 
European Union, national human rights institutions and, in some cases, government officials. Our 
consultations and workshops gave defenders a safe space to identify the challenges, risks and 
obstacles they face in carrying out their work. Most of our activities included informal 
consultation with key partners on their needs, ways to follow up and how to plan future 
initiatives. However, there is a need to dedicate more time to assess the needs of human rights 
defenders and for more clearly defined, targeted and focused strategies to guide activities on their 
behalf.  
 
Need to improve our monitoring and evaluation system 
In 2007 ISHR needs to develop more detailed evaluation tools for specific areas of work and to 
analyse evaluations systematically so as to be able to incorporate recommendations in the 
planning and implementation of follow up activities. 
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2.4 Internships 
 
2.4.1 Internships in 2006 
 
During 2006, ISHR continued to offer a large number of internship opportunities to young human 
rights activists, enabling them to follow discussions and developments during this critical time 
for the UN human rights machinery. We offered internships to 25 interns to work with the 
various programmes in our Geneva office. Another 12 interns worked in the New York Office. 
For the first time, in addition to interns with good qualifications in international law and 
relations, an intern with a business background helped develop the communications side of the 
Information Programme. Over the last two years we have attempted to recruit interns for a six-
month period to allow sufficient time for them to become familiar with the UN human rights 
systems. In the first half of 2006, most of the internships were for a six-month period. We 
continue to have difficulty, however, in securing interns for more than three months during the 
second half of the year.  
 
Training for interns 
Because ISHR sees internships as a opportunity to learn as well as contribute, we provide 
considerable training opportunities for the our interns. As in the past, in 2006 we arranged 
seminars for the interns with experienced, often very well known human rights experts, including 
members of treaty bodies, UN special procedures and senior staff from other non-government 
organisations. In response to the expanding work of the programme and the increased depth of 
reporting required, we extended this internal training programme further in 2006. Interns now 
participate in a more intensive induction process when they join usually over two or three days. 
They receive detailed briefings before the meetings of key human rights bodies, including on 
human rights treaties, on the working methods of treaty bodies, in particular the Human Rights 
Committee, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Committee against 
Torture, and on the Human Rights Council and its institutional building processes. Interns also 
attend weekly staff meetings and other internal meetings and briefings and have individual 
supervision and feedback on all their work. We are also replacing the informal exit process with a 
more formal exit interview for every intern at the end of the internship. 
 
2.4.2 Lessons learned 
 
Difficulty to find financial support for internships 
The feedback from interns about their experiences is very positive. All the interns who have 
participated in individual feedback sessions stated that they had found their internships 
particularly useful and that they had enjoyed the working environment at ISHR. They made good 
suggestions to improve the Internship Programme, which are constantly used in the further 
development of the Programme. In 2007 we will incorporate interns’ reflections into their support 
programme. 
 
One of the key challenges for ISHR is finding financial support for internships. Historically 
ISHR internships have not provided any financial support whatsoever to the interns. As a result 
the internships have been taken up almost entirely by young graduates from developed countries, 
providing opportunities for them that young graduates from developing countries cannot access 
because they cannot afford them. We are committed to raising funds for this. In 2005-2006, with 
the strong support of the Australian and Indonesian ambassadors in Geneva, we were able to 
obtain funding from the Indonesia Australia Legal Development Facility for a young Indonesian 
lawyer to undertake a year-long joint internship with ISHR and the International Commission of 
Jurists. This initiative was very successful. We have been able to secure funding in 2007 to offer 
two similar joint internships for six months each, this time with the International Commission of 
Jurists and the Association for the Prevention of Torture, to two young Indonesian professionals.  
The experience of these internships has been very positive, although we have learned that these 
interns need considerable support and supervision when working in English in a very different 
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culture and environment. In 2007 we will continue our efforts to raise funds for more funded 
internships for young graduates from developing countries. 
 
ISHR also arranged two joint internships in 2006 for recent graduates in our Geneva Secretariat 
and New York Office. These were the first joint internships offered for work in both our offices. 
The interns spent six months in the Geneva and then one spent four months and the other six 
months in the New York Office. The two graduates gained a comprehensive understanding of the 
UN system as a whole from both New York and Geneva perspectives. A challenge for the 
programme in 2007 will be obtaining funds to provide internship opportunities to a more diverse 
range of young professionals and graduates, in line with our Strategic and Action Plan.  
 
Need to professionalise the programme 
The programme also requires the leadership of a dedicated staff member to professionalise the 
programme further and extend it, especially to more young graduates from developing countries. 
At present this responsibility is shared among staff placing a considerable strain on them because 
of their other responsibilities. Interns are essential to our work and so we are committed to 
continuing to offer development opportunities to young graduates. 
  

2.5 Liaison, coordination and advocacy 
 
2.5.1 Promote the use and effectiveness of international human rights law and 
mechanisms 
 
Participation in the final session of the Commission on Human Rights 
The 62nd and final session of the Commission on Human Rights was reduced to a mere two and a 
half hours and as a result there was little opportunity for participation by non-government 
organisations. After lengthy negotiations, the Bureau of the Commission decided to allow only 
one statement for all non-government organisations taking part in this final session. This resulted 
in heated discussions among organisations in Geneva and beyond on whether to accept the 
requirement and, if so, how to respond in an appropriate manner. Following extensive 
consultations in which ISHR played a key role, a large number of organisations agreed on a 
procedural statement that stressed the diversity of civil society and the need to give sufficient 
space for meaningful participation. ISHR led the demanding process of coordinating, drafting and 
receiving signatures to the statement. By 27 March, the final day of the Commission, 265 non-
government organisations had signed the statement that ISHR delivered on their behalf and more 
signed after its delivery.  
 
Participation in the Human Rights Council and related meetings 
ISHR then played an active role in the preparatory meetings and informal consultations before 
the first session of the Council, in subsequent informal consultations on the review of mandates 
of the Council and on the establishment of a Universal Periodic Review (UPR) mechanism and in 
the formal sessions of the Council and its intergovernmental working groups. The new Council 
held three ordinary sessions and four Special Sessions during 2006. 
 
ISHR supported the institution building work of the new Council through its publication A new 
chapter for human rights on the transition from the Commission to the Council. This was the 
only comprehensive guide to the transition year and was welcomed by non-government 
organisations inside and outside Geneva, human rights defenders, UN officials and government 
delegations. It is described in the Information Programme section of this annual report. In 
addition, we were closely involved in processes related to the Human Rights Council through 
meetings with key diplomats from missions in Geneva, the Human Rights Council secretariat and 
the task force established in relation to the Council within the Office of the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights. Furthermore, ISHR organised a number of strategic discussions in relation to 
the Council and the special procedures with key NGO partners both from Geneva and outside.  
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During the sessions of the Council ISHR made or joined statements during the dialogue with the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights and in relation to the following topics: special procedures, 
human rights defenders, Convention on Enforced Disappearances, Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, Universal Periodic Review, and sexual orientation and gender identity. 
 
ISHR engaged actively in the discussions on the review of mandates and the development of the 
Universal Periodic Review and made many statements during the working groups’ meetings on 
the special procedures, the complaint system and the Universal Periodic Review. We also played 
an active role in the development of joint NGO positions on criteria for the review of Special 
Procedures and an effective mechanism for the Universal Periodic Review.  
 
We organised two high-profile and well attended parallel events during the first session of the 
Human Rights Council in June 2006. One event proposed visions for the Human Rights Council 
from different quarters, with presentations by special procedures, treaty bodies and non-
government organisations. The other event focused on the relationship between the special 
procedures and the Council. Each event was attended by over 100 persons.  
 
ISHR also played an active role in the annual meeting of the special procedures in June 2006 and 
in the preparatory coordination with NGO partners and in the annual meeting of chairpersons of 
treaty bodies and the inter-committee meeting. 
 
Lessons learned 
ISHR received very positive feedback from our partners among non-government organisations 
and from national human rights institutions on the coordination and facilitation it provided. The 
demands of the institution building processes of the new Human Rights Council, however, 
limited the amount of coordination we could provide so that there was less joint strategising and 
less joint policy development with our partner organisations than we would have liked. 
 
The main challenges are related to the continuing and growing expectations on ISHR to 
coordinate participation in the Council by non-government organisations and to the significant 
increase in the number of meetings of the Human Rights Council and its institution-building 
processes. As a result in our liaison, coordination and advocacy work we face challenges in 
relation to the future workload and the need to set clear priorities for 2007.  
 
2.5.2 Collaborate with national human rights institutions in strengthening and 
building their capacity 
 
Facilitate dialogue and collaboration between national human rights institutions and non-
government organisations 
ISHR continued to build partnership with national human rights institutions during 2006, 
particularly in relation to the Human Rights Council. ISHR organised a small number of 
meetings with representatives of these institutions individually and collectively when they visited 
Geneva, especially at the time of the annual meeting of the International Coordinating Committee 
of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in April 2006. We 
also facilitated meeting between national institutions and other non-government organisations in 
Geneva during meetings of the Council. 
 
Other collaboration with national human rights institutions 
Other sections of this annual report describe ISHR’s collaboration with national human rights 
institutions in a variety of forums in 2006. We participated in the 11th annual meeting of the Asia 
Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions in Fiji in August 2006. We conducted a 
regional training course for institutions in West Asia in Amman, Jordan, in December 2006, on 
behalf of the Asia Pacific Forum. We are committed to strengthening our relationship with the 
national institutions in the Asia Pacific region as our key strategy for that region. We also 
conducted a national level training course for the National Human Rights Commission of Nigeria 
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in June 2006 and incorporated representatives of national institutions in our training courses in 
the Great Lakes region of Africa. 
 
Lessons learned  
While non-government organisations and national human rights institutions share many concerns 
in relation to the Human Rights Council ISHR continues to be challenged to promote stronger 
relations between them. Our efforts have shown results on the ground, with more and better 
interaction between national institutions and non-government organisations in the Asia Pacific 
region and parts of Africa as a result of our efforts. However, we found difficulty in organising a 
sufficient number of meetings with groups of national institutions in Geneva as they have not 
attended the Council in significant numbers on a regular basis. We had limited capacity in 2006 
to do more to engage with national institutions due to the demands during the year arising from 
the change from the Commission to the Council. However, better linkages between our 
engagement with national institutions in their regions through training courses and consultations 
and in Geneva would facilitate their engagement in discussions related to the Council and its 
institution building processes. We are attempting to support this enhanced interaction with the 
Council by national institutions.  
 
2.5.3 Facilitate strategic collaboration among human rights non-government 
organisations and their participation in international and regional mechanisms 
 
Facilitation and coordination 
ISHR continued to engage actively in facilitating collaboration among key non-government 
organisations in Geneva. During 2006, we coordinated more than 40 meetings with these 
organisations, government representatives and UN officials, primarily focused on the reform of 
the Commission and the Council and its institution building processes. We organised fewer 
meetings for NGOs alone than in 2005 as a result of the many other meetings and discussions in 
Geneva on these topics. However, the key NGOs in Geneva continued to identify a need for 
regular exchanges and began to meet on a quarterly basis at the level of directors to assess the 
collaboration and to discuss strategies in relation to the Council. 
 
ISHR began to explore the possibilities and needs for broader strategy discussions and 
information sharing between the Geneva based non-government organisations and existing and 
possible new partner organisations in the regions. Our available resources only allowed us to 
explore these opportunities on a limited and preliminary basis in 2006. With some assistance 
from the Open Society Institute, in 2007 we will continue to examine better ways to share 
information and analysis with non-government organisations outside Geneva. 
 
ISHR also assumed a key role in the process of coordination of and consultation among non-
government organisations in relation to the opportunity for four voices from civil society to take 
part in the inauguration of the Human Rights Council. The participation of Mr Arnold Tsunga of 
Zimbabwe, Ms Sunila Abeysekera of Sri Lanka, Ms Natacha Kandic of XXX and Ms Marta 
Vasquez of Argentina introduced important perspectives from human rights defenders to the first 
session of the Council at its very beginning. ISHR coordinated the process and sponsored the 
participation of Mr Arnold Tsunga.  
 
Lessons learned 
During 2006 ISHR shared the role of coordinator in relation to joint statements and policy 
documents with its non-government partners in Geneva. The year proved to be very demanding 
for all non-government organisations and as a result the work burden had to be shared. The year 
also proved to be challenging for NGO participation in international meetings. There was a need 
for organisations to speak with a diversity of voices rather than delivering many joint statements. 
Consequently, we decided to make several individual statements on a range of issues related to 
the institution building process, especially where there was a lack of contributions from civil 
society. 
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At the beginning of 2006, key NGO partners in Geneva assessed ISHR’s role as facilitator as 
very useful and the quarterly meetings at directors’ level, commenced during the year, affirmed 
this evaluation.  
 
2.5.4 Carry out advocacy and develop policies  
 
ISHR gave prominence to two critical issues in its advocacy work during 2006: the institution 
building processes of the Council and human rights in relation to sexual orientation and gender 
identity. These key issues were identified as part of a formal process for policy development 
approved by the Board in February 2006 and in the Strategic and Action Plan 2006-2009. 
 
Many of the activities related to the Human Rights Council have been described in detail 
previously in this report. This has been identified as a key priority again for 2007. ISHR played 
an active role in the discussions throughout the year but we have not yet developed 
comprehensive policy papers on the key issues in the institution building process, primarily due 
to lack of capacity.  
 
Sexual orientation and gender identity 
During 2006 ISHR continued to promote proper discussion and consideration of human rights 
issues in relation to sexual orientation and gender identity in international forums and in 
international law. This issue has been one of our priorities in recent years due both to gaps in 
existing mechanisms and processes and to the denial of access to UN forums for lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender organisations to advocate on their own behalf. 
 
The key strategy in 2006 involved the development of principles on the application of 
international human rights law in relation to issues of sexual orientation and gender identity. 
ISHR played a leading role in this, in collaboration with the International Commission of Jurists, 
ARC International and other partner organisations. A small secretariat was involved in the 
implementation of the project while a broader advisory group played an important role. The first 
draft of the Principles was prepared in close collaboration with Professor Michael O’Flaherty, of 
Nottingham University, United Kingdom, a member of the UN Human Rights Committee, who 
acted as rapporteur for the process. We took responsibility for the initial drafts of several of the 
Principles, including on the right to life, right to security of the person, freedom from torture, 
rights to work, social security, education and health care, and accountability. 
 
A group of around 30 experts were involved in the development and refinement of the draft 
Principles. They had different backgrounds and expertise relevant to the issue of human rights in 
relation to sexual orientation and gender identity, including legal expertise and expertise on 
issues specific to sexual orientation and gender identity. With our partners we planned and 
organised an international meeting of these experts from 6 to 9 November 2006 at the Gadjah 
Mada University in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Sixteen of the experts attended the meeting, which 
was chaired by Professor Vitit Munthabhorn of Thailand and Ms Sonia Correa of Brazil. Our role 
in the preparation involved significant logistical support organising travels and visas, substantive 
contribution to drafting the Principles discussed at the meeting and coordination of the 
preparation of background papers. After detailed discussion and review of the Principles at the 
meeting, the experts unanimously agreed to adopt them. They have also been endorsed by other 
experts who had been closely involved in the drafting and refinement of the Principles but were 
unable to attend the meeting.  
 
ISHR also continued to advocate on issues related to sexual orientation and gender identity with 
government representatives in Geneva and Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
In particular, we supported efforts to persuade the Human Rights Council to address these issues 
at a forthcoming session. At the Council’s third session in November-December 2006, Norway 
on behalf of 54 States requested such a discussion and this call was supported by more than 350 
non-government organisations from around the world.   
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ISHR also supported the efforts of lesbian, gay, bisexuals and transgender organisations in their 
engagement with the UN human rights system through strategic advice and assistance with 
accreditation. In this context we supported efforts by several organisations to gain accreditation 
with the Economic and Social Council that finally came to fruition for three organisations at the 
end of 2006. 
 
Lessons learned 
The convening of the experts’ meeting was a major undertaking and success for ISHR in 2006. It 
required significant preparation and planning requiring us to use our limited capacity carefully at 
a time where the heavy demands related to the Human Rights Council also had to be met. The 
results of the experts’ meeting have proved a significant first step toward promotion and 
protection of human rights regardless of sexual orientation and gender identity. We will join 
some of the participating experts and our partner organisations in launching, broadly publicising 
and promoting use of the Principles in 2007. 

2.6 New York Office 
 
2.6.1 The establishment of the Human Rights Council 
 
During the first quarter of 2006, the New York Office participated actively in and reported on the 
discussions on the proposed General Assembly resolution to replace the Commission on Human 
Rights with the Human Rights Council. We were concerned that the new Council be at least no 
worse than its predecessor. We considered that the international political context in which these 
decisions were being taken was not favourable to a good result. We devoted our efforts to 
achieving as much as possible in difficult circumstances. We had a keen sense of our 
responsibility to non-government organisations worldwide that wanted to follow these important 
negotiations and so we ensured the production of timely, much needed information and analysis 
of developments. Once the resolution was passed and responsibility for the Council moved to 
Geneva, we were able to concentrate in New York on our other priorities, including evaluating 
our New York information activities and bringing them into line with the developments in our 
Geneva office and reinforcing and strengthening the work of our other programmes in New York. 
 
2.6.2 Information  
 
During 2006 ISHR’s New York Office prioritised improving the relevance and timeliness of our 
reporting, particularly on the General Assembly and the Security Council. We contributed 
comprehensive analytical reviews to our website and to the Human Rights Monitor on human 
rights meetings and developments at the UN in New York, including the 50th session of the 
Commission on the Status of Women, the 5th session of the Permanent Forum on Indigenous 
Issues, the 35th and 36th sessions of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
Women, the 86th session of the Human Rights Committee, the 7th and 8th sessions of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Comprehensive and Integral International Convention on Protection and 
Promotion of the Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities, the 61st session of the General 
Assembly and regular meetings of the Security Council. 
 
The 8th session of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Comprehensive and Integral International 
Convention on Protection and Promotion of the Rights and Dignity of Persons with 
Disabilities successfully completed the development of the new disability rights treaty in August 
2006. Within a week, we produced a comprehensive First Impressions on the session and its 
results so that non-government organisations, especially disability organisations, were informed 
quickly of the substance of the new treaty and the debates surrounding its adoption. While our 
Geneva office had been producing quick reports in the First Impressions series nearly a year, 
staff constraints in our New York office made it difficult to produce such quick reports. This one 
was the first and set an important precedent for us in New York.  
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During the latter part of the year the New York Office focused on reporting on the 61st regular 
session of the General Assembly, particularly the Third Committee, and the Security Council. 
We developed more detailed reporting on the human rights discussions during the General 
Assembly, including on the General Assembly's new relationship with the Human Rights Council 
and the three new human rights standards under consideration, those on persons with disabilities, 
disappearances and indigenous peoples. We also improved the comprehensive annual overview 
of human rights developments in the Security Council, introducing a stronger focus on the 
Council’s interaction with non-government organisations.  
 
The New York Office also commenced developing a guide to the Security Council, detailing 
what it does, how it operates and its relevance to human rights defenders. This guide will be 
completed and released in 2007.  
 
2.6.3 Liaison, coordination and advocacy 
 
ISHR maintained an active presence as part of the community of international non-government 
organisations in New York in developing strategic initiatives and responses to strengthen the 
human rights protection system, including participation in and contribution to various initiatives 
through dialogue and advocacy. We continued to engage with diplomats and the UN community 
in informal consultations on UN initiatives, policies and resolutions that affect human rights and 
are of importance to our constituencies.  
 
In particular we provided regular advice and information to human rights activists and 
organisations based in New York on the negotiations in Geneva on the development of the 
Human Rights Council and its mechanisms. We also worked with disability groups and human 
rights organisations to support the successful negotiation of the new treaty on the rights of 
persons with disabilities and its eventual adoption by the General Assembly. We also worked 
with indigenous groups and human rights organisations to advocate for the adoption of the Draft 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, drafting press releases, organising press 
conferences and lobbying key State delegations. 
 
In October 2006, as in past years, the New York Office organised a seminar on the importance of 
international protection mechanisms for human rights defenders. The meeting was chaired by 
Norway and featured the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Human Rights 
Defenders, Ms. Hina Jilani, ISHR Deputy Director Musa Gassama  and Neil Hicks from Human 
Rights First. 
 
The NYO also continued to participate regularly in the work of the NGO Working Group on the 
Security Council. 
 
2.6.4 Training and briefing 
 
Throughout 2006 ISHR continued to offer briefings and training on the UN human rights system 
for human rights activists in New York. In May we organised a briefing for indigenous activists 
attending the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues on the effective use of the human rights 
system and mechanisms. Speakers included ISHR Director Chris Sidoti. In September, provided 
a briefing to the United States Human Rights Network . 
 
2.6.5 Administration 
 
A particular challenge for the New York Office in 2006 was the replacement of the manager for a 
period of six months from August while she was on maternity. Our New York Office has only 
one staff person who handles with great skill the many, greatly varied tasks expected of the 
Office. Fortunately the manager of the Information Programme in Geneva was willing to move to 
New York for six months to act as manager during the period of the maternity leave. As a result 
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we were able to deal with this challenge with no disruption to our work or to the services 
provided by our New York Office. 
 
The NY Office was responsible for all the standard administrative functions of a small office, 
including budget management and expenditure control, payroll and personnel administration, 
filing quarterly tax returns, office management, reporting on contributions and so on. We also 
ensured that ISHR’s affiliate US Friends of ISHR complied in all respects with relevant state and 
federal laws and insurance obligations, including workers’ compensation, disability and 
unemployment insurance. The Office was also responsible for the recruitment and supervision of 
12 interns during the year. 
 
2.6.6 Lessons learned 
 
The needs of the New York Office and the demands on our only staff person there have been 
clear for some time but were very apparent when the manager of the Office went on leave. We 
had known that we needed more staff resources in New York to be able to respond adequately to 
the expectations of our partner organisations and human rights defenders at the national and 
regional levels. We had been planning for some time to increase the staff in New York. We will 
move early in 2007 to place a second full-time person in the Office. 
 
ISHR needs to strengthen its Internship Programme in New York, notably by making it more 
structured to ensure timely reporting but also to enhance the experience for New York interns. 
During the latter pat of 2006 the New York Office was strengthened by two experienced interns 
who had spent six months in the Geneva Office. They made great contributions to our work in 
New York and demonstrated the value of joint internships between the Geneva and New York 
offices and of longer periods of internship than the three months that is usual in New York. 
During 2007 we will explore the possibility of further joint internships between the two offices 
and of recruiting interns for New York for periods of six months. 
 
A new non-government organisation now focuses exclusively on the Security Council and 
produces an excellent monthly Security Council Report. ISHR need no longer produce the same 
kinds of information on the debates of the Council as it has to date. We can now play a different 
but significant role by focusing more closely on human rights dimensions of the Security 
Council’s work and on its interaction with non-government organisations. 

2.7 Management and administration 
 
During 2006 ISHR continued its programme of management improvement and reform to increase 
our organisational capacity and effectiveness. We reviewed and improved our fundraising efforts, 
increasing our income by approximately 25% over 2005 income. We ensured good budgeting, 
tight expenditure control and careful cashflow supervision. We finished the year with a very 
small deficit, around CHF 11,000. We maintained our efforts to develop internal policies and 
procedures. All in all, it was a successful year. 
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The two following charts provide some concrete indication on our success in fundraising… 
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…while  reducing the share of the budget spent on administration and overheads and in 
increasing the budget on programmes such as Liaison, Coordination and Advocacy (LCA).  This 
reflects our growing work in the Human Rights Council, especially its institution-building and 
the support to NGO coordination in Geneva. 
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2.7.1 Governance 
 
Throughout 2006 ISHR met all the requirements of good organisational governance. We received 
a clear audit certificate for our accounts. Our annual general meeting was held in February, well 
within the six-month period allowed by the Articles of Association. Our Board met twice, in 
February and September, with the usual high level of attendance by Board members. Within the 
Secretariat itself, we were concerned early in the year that we were not meeting sufficiently 
regularly and that, with the great demands on us, our internal communications and coordination 
were not as good as they should be. By mid year we were ensuring regular meetings of the full 
staff and interns, of core staff and of programme managers. 
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2.7.2 Administration 
 
ISHR’s programme of development of necessary internal policies and administrative procedures 
continued. The personnel policy was revised and supplemented by a new policy on salary scales, 
setting clear ranges and criteria for placement of an individual within the appropriate range. All 
staff job descriptions were reviewed and revised and new descriptions developed for new 
positions within the organisation. A new induction manual was drafted and tested and is now 
being used with all new staff and interns. 
 
Most importantly during the year we developed a systematic performance appraisal policy and 
process for all staff. This had long been recognised as a need. The first full cycle of appraisals 
was completed successfully towards the end of the year and the process is now being evaluated to 
make necessary adjustments before finalising the policy and process and incorporating the cycle 
into our regular annual programme. 
 
2.7.3 Finance and fundraising 
 
The financial success of the year has already been mentioned. We were pleased that we were able 
to meet our income and expenditure plans and ensure the implementation of our full programme. 
We were assisted once again in maintaining our financial controls and cashflow projections by an 
external accountant who worked with our financial officer to complete quarterly statements. This 
practice is critical to our financial strength and will be continued. We also increased the 
capacities of our financial accounting system (GIT). 
 
ISHR’s traditional donors are strong and consistent supporters of our work and showed the same 
level of support in 2006. In addition, we were successful in persuading new donors to contribute. 
Our fundraising efforts remained effective, with our income increasing by about 25% compared 
with 2005. Nonetheless, we were concerned that the establishment of a semi-permanent Human 
Rights Council and its related mechanisms was placing greatly increased demands on us and our 
services. We needed to be in the best shape possible to meet these demands. To ensure that, 
during the year we engaged an external consultant to review and report on our fundraising 
processes. The review and its recommendations have been accepted and are now being 
implemented. We are now increasing our in-house fundraising expertise and providing relevant 
training to key staff. 
 
We have sought to respond to the requirements of our donors by providing timely reports, 
accounts and other information. We were pleased that we were able to meet all their expectations 
of us. 
 
2.7.4 Information Technology 
 
Good information technology is essential to all organisations but especially to those like ISHR 
that rely on it for core aspects of its work, such as information production and dissemination. In 
2006 we engaged an external consultant to undertake a review of our information technology 
system, both hardware and software. Again the report was accepted and is being implemented. 
We have continued an orderly programme of hardware replacement and software upgrades. We 
have also hired a part-time in-house IT specialist who very quickly improved the reliability and 
functioning of the whole system, which was greatly appreciated by staff. We have also contracted 
a unique service provider for various types of services such as mail hosting service, ADSL and 
web page hosting services. We have noticed great improvement in what we do and how we do it. 
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3. FUNDING 
 
ISHR is very grateful to the following governments, institutions and agencies who supported 
ISHR in 2006: 
 
Governments:  
 
Belgium Ministry for Development and Cooperation 
Chancellerie, Canton de Genève, Switzerland 
City of Geneva 
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Denmark 
Ireland, Development Cooperation Ireland  
Finland Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Office of the High Commission for Human Rights 
Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) 
Swiss Agency for Development and Co-operation (DDC) 
Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 
 
Private: 
  
Action de Carême, Switzerland 
American University Fund, USA 
Anonymous donors, USA 
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